Always looking for more? The new **moto e plus** gives you a huge 5.5” HD display and a massive 5000mAh battery. Instantly unlock your phone using the touch of your finger. Shoot beautiful pictures and selfies, even in low light. Watch videos, play games, and more powered by a quad-core processor at 4G speed. The new **moto e plus**. Unlimited value at your fingertips.

### Product Specification

**technology**
- **Operating System**: Android™ 7.1, Nougat
- **System Architecture/Processor**: Mediatek MT6737, Quad-core 1.3GHz
- **GPU**: ARM Mali T720 MP1, 650MHz
- **Memory (RAM)**: 3GB
- **Storage (ROM)**: 16GB with up to 128GB expandable storage support
- **Audio**: Dolby Atmos, 3.5mm jack, dual microphones
- **Sensors**: Vibrator | Proximity | Light | Accelerometer
- **Battery**: Typical: 5000mAh | Minimum: 4850mAh | Non-removable | 10W rapid charger
  - **Battery Time**: Standby Time: 510.6 Hours (4G) | Talk Time: 22.4 Hours (4G)
- **Security**: Front fingerprint sensor | NFC

**physical**
- **Dimensions**: 155x77x9.55mm (L x W x T)
- **Weight**: 198g
- **Display**: 5.5” HD (1280x720) 267ppi | 2.5D cover Glass | GFF technology
- **Colors**: Iron Gray | Fine Gold
- **Materials**: Genuine metal casing
- **Touchscreen Type**: 10 points multi-touch capacitive

**camera**
- **Rear Camera**: 13MP AF with 5 piece composite lens with flash
- **Front Camera**: 5MP FF with flash/light

**connectivity**
- **SIM**: Single Nano SIM
- **Data**: GPRS, EDGE, HSPA+, LTE
- **Speed**: Up to LTE Cat4: 150Mbps DL, 50Mbps UL
- **4G Network**: FDD LTE band 1/3/7/8/20, TDD LTE band 38/40
- **3G Network**: WCDMA band 1/2/5/8 LATAM: WCDMA band 1/2/4/5/6
- **2G Network**: GSM band 2/3/5/8
- **WLAN**: 802.11 b/g/n | WiFi hotspot
- **Bluetooth**: Bluetooth 4.2
- **Radio**: FM radio
- **GPS**: Yes

**preloaded software**
- **Google**: Calculator, Calendar, Chrome, Clock, Drive, Duo, Gmail, Maps, Messenger, Photos, Play Movies and TV, Play Music, Play Store, Voice Search, YouTube

**the new moto e4 plus**

huge 5.5” HD display, up to 2 days of battery and sleek design. It really has it all.
Pick up the vibrant, 5.5" HD display wrapped in smooth metal, and you won't want to put it down. Choose from sophisticated finishes in Iron Gray, Fine Gold, and Oxford Blue.

**Big and Brilliant**
Pick up the vibrant, 5.5" HD display wrapped in smooth metal, and you won't want to put it down. Choose from sophisticated finishes in Iron Gray, Fine Gold, and Oxford Blue.

**Speed Up**
Swipe and scroll through your favorite websites, quickly update your Facebook status, or watch streaming video without the wait. The moto e plus gets a boost from its quad-core processor and 4G speed.

**Expect the Best**
Run Android™ 7.1, an updated version of the world’s most popular operating system. Now spending less doesn't have to mean settling for less.

**Super Power**
With a 5000mAh battery, you can go for days without worrying about battery life. And when it's time to power up, you don't need to slow down. moto e plus works with the 10W rapid charger, which gives you hours of power in minutes of charging.

**Touch and Go**
Never mind remembering your passcode. Just use your fingerprint to unlock your phone, so you can get to the good stuff faster.

**Smiles Everywhere**
Never miss a moment with a 13MP autofocus camera. Plus, take selfies worth sharing using the 5MP front camera. You’ll get great results even in low light.

**Motorola**